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INTRODUCTION

This LSTA Five Year Plan, 2023-2027 enumerates the goals and activities that Hawaii plans to address during this period, to improve and enhance library services and information access for all residents of the state and to provide lifelong learning opportunities, through the statewide Hawaii State Public Library System of 51 public library branches on six islands.

MISSION

The Hawaii State Public Library System nurtures a lifelong love of reading and learning through its staff, collections, programs, services, and physical and virtual spaces.

VISION

The Hawaii State Public Library System is the educational, informational, and cultural heart of Hawaii’s communities.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

In order to identify the needs for developing this LSTA Five-Year Plan, we reviewed Hawaii Demographics, analyzed the LSTA Five-Year Plan Evaluation, 2018-2022, and our organizational structure and services.

Hawaii Demographics

Hawaii’s physical size ranks 43rd among the 50 states, while its resident population ranks 40th. In terms of population density, Hawaii ranks 14th, and while its population growth rate slowed between 2010 and 2020, Hawaii still ranked 24th in terms of ten-year population growth. An island community, Hawaii’s residents are spread among seven islands--the island of Niihau is privately owned, and there are no HSPLS libraries located there. Access to materials and information, particularly for Neighbor Island (N.I.) patrons, is a challenge, especially with increasing costs for materials, fuel, postage, etc. as well as the time needed to move items from one island to another.

The resident population of Hawaii was nearly 1.455 million as of 4/1/2020, a 7% increase since 2010. Historically, Hawaii annually hosted a large number of visitors, many who made use of public library services. In 2019, visitor arrivals totaled over 10.4 million, the highest annual total since statistical records first started in 1966. While the COVID-19 pandemic significantly reduced the number of visitors to Hawaii between 2020-2021, those numbers are increasing once again, currently on pace to match or surpass 2019 numbers.

Hawaii’s resident population is the most diverse in the United States. As of the 2020 American Community Survey (year estimates), 77.1% of the population was categorized as part of a minority group. While this diversity makes for a rich, multi-ethnic culture, it also increases the demands placed on institutions such as libraries: the need to acquire, catalog and disseminate materials by and about these many ethnic groups and the need to provide programs of interest for all the various ethnic groups.
Hawaii’s resident population is also aging, with its 65-and-older population increasing by 37.6% since 2010, an average growth rate of 3.5% annually. According to the U.S. Census Bureau report mentioned above, Hawaii was ranked 7th in the nation for persons 65 years and above (19.6% of the total population). Information, services and programming specifically for these age groups will increasingly be needed. Programs dealing with Medicare and Social Security, financial planning, long term care and other similar topics as well as dealing with patrons facing the challenges of aging such as disability and mobility will increasingly be issues that need to be addressed.

In terms of educational attainment, Hawaii ranks 27th or higher across three different categories, according to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2019 American Community Survey. Hawaii is ranked 12th for people aged 25 years and over who have completed High School or its equivalency (92.4% of Hawaii’s population); ranked 19th for people 25 years and over who have completed a bachelor’s degree (33.6% of Hawaii’s population); and ranked 27th for people 25 years and over who have completed an advanced degree (11.6% of Hawaii’s population).

Given the basic demographic information, we will focus on the following two needs:

- Our population is diverse in ethnicity, languages, age and education. A wide range of resources, services, and programming in multiple languages and formats is necessary to provide support and ensure access to materials for life-long learning.
- The six islands that we serve each have areas that are rural, and in many of these regions of Hawaii, technology infrastructure has not been fully implemented, so not all residents have access to basic Internet connectivity.

**LSTA Five-Year Plan Evaluation, 2018-2022**

This evaluative study of the prior five years of use of Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) funding in Hawaii was completed and submitted to the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) in March 2022. The evaluation enabled HSPLS to review our priorities and the value perceived by the public and our staff, and is assisting us in making effective resource allocation decisions for the next five years. We were thrilled to receive 14,000 responses to an online survey because we were able to send out our request via an online newsletter this year. The majority of respondents were 60+ and provided us with good data. The following are a few learnings from the evaluation that are important for us to consider as we build this plan.

- While we set stretch percentages for our outcomes, we realized that we should try to be more realistic in the targets that we set.
- While online access to virtual resources helps us provide equal access to resources across 6 islands, there is not a clear awareness of what resources are available and how to use them.
- We also learned that the language we use to point people to the databases “research” is not useful to people. It has a specific connotation that relates to educational research and people don’t explore what is accessible. We need simpler pathways to what is available and a new approach for curating our resources.
Organizational Structure and Services
Providing library services and programming in the 21st is a complex business with finite resources. It requires staff who have the skills to learn, unlearn, and relearn at a quick pace to keep up with ever changing resources and community needs. It also requires innovative thinking for how services are provided to keep up with the expectations of the community to be efficient and self-sufficient. There are two basic needs that we must address to be successful:

- Ensure staff have the skills they need to be confident in providing services and support to their patrons.
- Continue to innovate the way we deliver our services through technology and design thinking.

GOALS

The following goals were created based on the review of our demographics, LSTA Five-Year Plan Evaluation, 2018-2022 and organizational structures and services.

Goal I: Robust Infrastructure
The physical and technological infrastructure for the entire Hawaii State Public Library System (HSPLS) will be robust enough to support ILS operations, access to online electronic databases and other online resources in public library facilities as well as remotely, and to provide Internet access for patrons in all public library facilities via public library owned hardware as well as via patron-owned devices connected to wireless service provided by HSPLS.

Goal II: 24/7 Virtual Collections
Develop and promote an appropriate collection of online databases (eDBs) and other online resources for HSPLS to complement and supplement its physical library collections, especially for small branch libraries, provide 24/7 virtual collections to anyone with an HSPLS library card and Internet access.

Goal III: Lifelong Learning
Develop and promote an appropriate collection of online learning tools and resources that support the development of new knowledge and skills for success in the 21st Century.

Goal IV: Innovative Service Development
Identify areas where services can be improved and develop new models that will meet the information and learning needs and expectations of our patrons.

Goal V: Educated Library Workforce
Provide continuing education training and infrastructure for library staff to upgrade their technological skills and knowledge and to maintain currency in library best practices to better serve Hawaii’s patrons.
**PROJECTS**

**Goal I: Robust Infrastructure**
In order to deliver equitable access to resources and services to patrons on 6 islands, the Hawaii State Public Library System must have a robust physical and technological infrastructure. This goal relates directly to the LSTA purposes and priorities set forth in the Library Services and Technology Act. Specifically, it relates to LSTA purpose “promote library services that provide users with access to information through national, state, local, regional, and international collaborations and networks” and LSTA priority “establish or enhance electronic and other linkages and improved coordination among and between libraries and entities for the purpose of improving the quality of and access to library and information services.”

**Goal I Objectives**
There are two objectives that support this goal:

1. Continue to monitor and upgrade HSPLS’ technology infrastructure to increase efficiency, improve speed of access, provide enhanced security for confidential information (e.g. patron records), provide wireless services, provide mobile applications, provide additional services and informational resources and to provide for the digital inclusion of all Hawaii’s residents.

2. Research and implement new strategies for upgrading hardware and software programs and professional automation services, to improve system efficiency, speed, security, and to enable incorporation of new technologies that improve access to resources and services for the public.

**Activities and Timeline**
Maintaining a robust physical and technological infrastructure requires ongoing processes of planning, managing, measuring, and researching opportunities for improvement and innovation of services that support access for our patrons. The following activities will be included:

- After our network upgrade is completed in September 2022, which will provide 1G burstable connectivity for each branch, a new map will be available for managing and monitoring our network.
- New reporting for usage of our network and wireless connections by patrons will be implemented with ongoing analysis. The review of the data will be done monthly and analyzed to determine the effectiveness of our technology and help us pinpoint areas in need of improvement.
- Reviews and evaluation of new technologies that improve information access and services to patrons will be done to determine what should be implemented. This process will be done on a continual basis with quarterly reviews to determine projects for implementation. In the next five years, we will be looking for:
  - Technologies that increase capacity of our networks and manage our Wi-Fi access.
  - Methods for assisting our patron’s seamless movement from our physical to our digital collections.
  - Technologies that support the needs of our patrons and ensure they have access to information and the technology needed to find and use it.
  - Best methods for creating telepresence and sharing services and programming across multiple islands.
  - Innovative approaches to providing services with fewer staff, but still enable all locations to provide equitable access to information and resources.
Enhanced security of patron data

Measurement
If we are consistent in the use of these activities over the next five years, we will be able to ensure that our 51 branches have a robust physical and technological infrastructure that ensures access to the information and resources that patrons need. Through an annual review of data and feedback from staff and patrons, we will determine if we are meeting the needs of our community.

Outcome 1: Conduct staff survey at the end of the five-year period to determine staff assessment of network capacity and speed regarding: 1) ILS operations and 2) accessing online database and other resources. At least 85% of the staff will report the network is reliable and supports with appropriate speed their access to library resources.

Funding
IMLS funding will be used with our General Funds to maintain and improve quality and secure access to electronic resources and communication through high speed connectivity and the hardware and software needed to provide the best possible access to digital resources that help people to be successful.

Goal II: 24/7 Virtual Collections
One of the ways in which we can create equity of access to information and books over 6 islands with a limited materials budget, is to subscribe to online databases that offer information/materials that are currently behind a paywall for patrons to access. The online collections also extend the hours of service, by providing 24/7 access with just a library card and Internet connectivity. This goal relates directly to the LSTA purposes and priorities set forth in the Library Services and Technology Act. Specifically, it relates to LSTA purpose “promote library services that provide users with access to information through national, state, local, regional, and international collaborations and networks” and LSTA priority “establish or enhance electronic and other linkages and improved coordination among and between libraries and entities for the purpose of improving the quality of and access to library and information services.”

Goal II Objectives
There are four objectives for this goal:
1. Continue to develop a collection of online databases and eBooks that support the needs of our communities.
2. Work with the Hawaii Library Consortium to leverage funding and support access to online resources across multiple library types.
3. Evaluate the database collection and get feedback from staff and patrons.
4. Provide more materials and training opportunities to support the use of the databases by staff and patrons.

Activities and Timeline
The following activities will be used to support this goal:
- Staff will work to develop a collection of online databases and eBooks that complement our physical collections and create equal access to resources across all of our islands. This will be on an ongoing basis over the next five years.
- Staff will work to redesign access to our online collection and seek new ways to curate collections that help patrons find resources more effectively.
• Conduct a periodic review of the databases, the usage data, and input from users to develop the collection and determine where training needs might be.
• Work with the Hawaii Library Consortium to identify online resource subscriptions that could leverage the funding resources across multiple institutions to create more access for patrons. This will be on an ongoing basis over the next five years.
• Create and implement a variety of materials and training opportunities to help both staff and patrons use the online resources most effectively. This will be on an ongoing basis over the next five years.

Measurement
We will evaluate the effectiveness of the online databases through review of usage data and feedback from staff and patrons.

Outcome 2.1: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 85% of our reference service staff will know how to access our collection of online resources, can easily identify appropriate resources for subject searches, and can instruct patron to use these databases.

Outcome 2.2: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 45% of patrons surveyed will be familiar with one or more of our online resources, will be able to locate and access the resources, and will be able to search and obtain information of interest to them.

Outcome 2.3: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 45% of patrons surveyed will report high satisfaction with the collection of online resources in terms of ease of use, convenience, and appropriateness for their information and reading interests.

Funding
IMLS funding will be used with our General and Special Funds to purchase subscriptions to online databases and eBooks to provide equitable access to resources for all patrons across six islands. IMLS funding may also be used for resources that will enable more user-friendly access to these resources and how to use them.

Goal III: Lifelong Learning
In a world that requires a constant need to learn new skills to keep up with change, our public libraries offer places for people to learn and grow. The public library can leverage resources for the entire community and offer online learning tools and resources that support student learning needs, workforce skill development, 21st century skills and more. Online learning opportunities also extend the hours that our libraries are open with just a library card and Internet access. This goal relates directly to the LSTA purposes and priorities set forth in the Library Services and Technology Act. Specifically, it relates to LSTA purpose “promote literacy, education, and lifelong learning and to enhance and expand the services and resources provided by libraries, including those services and resources relating to workforce development, 21st century skills, and digital literacy” and LSTA priority “expand services for learning and access to information and educational resources in a variety of formats, in all types of libraries, for individuals of all ages in order to support such individuals’ needs for education lifelong learning, workforce development, and digital literacy skills.”

Goal III Objectives
There are five objectives for this goal:

1. Continue to develop a collection of online learning tools and resources that support the needs of our communities.
2. Identify and make available resources that support workforce development.
3. Identify and make available resources that support digital literacy skills.
4. Evaluate the collection and get feedback from staff and patrons.
5. Provide more materials and training opportunities to support the use of the tools and resources by staff and patrons.

Activities and Timeline
The following activities will be used to support this goal:
- Staff will continue to work on the development of a collection of online learning tools and resources that provide learning opportunities for patrons across all of our islands. This will be on an ongoing basis over the next five years. In particular, resources that support workforce development and digital literacy will be targeted to support statewide initiatives and new legislation around digital equity.
- Conduct a periodic review of the online learning tools and resources, the usage data, and input from users to develop the collection and determine where training needs might be.
- Create and implement a variety of materials and training opportunities to help both staff and patrons use the online learning tools and resources most effectively. This will be on an ongoing basis over the next five years.

Measurement
We will evaluate the effectiveness of the online databases through review of usage data and feedback from staff and patrons.

Outcome 3.1: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 85% of our reference service staff will know how to access our collection of online learning tools and resources and can instruct a patron to use them.

Outcome 3.2: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 40% of patrons surveyed will be familiar with one or more of our online learning tools or resources, will be able to locate and access the resources, and will have tried to use at least one of the online learning tools.

Outcome 3.3: At the end of this 5-year LSTA period, 35% of patrons surveyed will report that they have completed one online course related to improving their skills for work and/or digital literacy.

Funding
IMLS funding will be used with our General Funds to purchase subscriptions to online learning tools and resources to provide equitable access to resources for all patrons across six islands.

Goal IV: Innovative Service Development
With ever changing technology and growing expectations of access to resources and fairly flat budget and staffing, the Hawaii State Public Library System must continue to identify new ways to expand and enhance our services for the public. This goal relates directly to the LSTA purposes and priorities set forth in the Library Services and Technology Act. Specifically, it relates to LSTA purpose “promote continuous improvement in library services in all types of libraries in order to better serve the people of the United States” and LSTA priority “establish or enhance electronic and other linkages and improved coordination among and between libraries and entities for the purpose of improving the quality of and access to library and information services.”
Goal IV Objectives
There is one objective for this goal:
  1. Improve services and programs for our patrons with new and innovative approaches.

Activities and Timeline
The following activities will be used to support this goal:
  • Staff will work to identify challenges in providing services/programs. This will be an ongoing process throughout the five years.
  • Staff will research and review new methods and/or technologies that could be used to improve and enhance services. This will be an ongoing process throughout the five years.
  • A project will be identified each year to implement and measure.

Measurement
For each project, we will identify outputs and outcomes that will help us understand if they have been effective. We will conduct surveys to get feedback on the impacts of the projects.

Outcome 4.1: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, a minimum of 3 projects will have been implemented that improve the services and programs to the public. Forty percent of participants that use the new services/programs will report that the new service and/or program has provided value to them.

Funding
IMLS funding will be used with our General Funds to support the implementation of a minimum of 3 projects over the five-year period that build new models for expanding and enhancing services for the public.

Goal V: Educated Library Workforce
Staff must have the skills and knowledge to effectively build, implement and provide effective services to our communities. This goal relates directly to the LSTA purposes and priorities set forth in the Library Services and Technology Act. Specifically, it relates to LSTA purpose “enhance the skills of the current library workforce and to recruit future professionals to the field of library and information services” and LSTA priority “provide training and professional development, including continuing education, to enhance the skills of the current library workforce and leadership, and advance the delivery of library and information services.”

Goal V Objectives
There are two objectives for this goal:
  1. Development of a training infrastructure to support ongoing staff learning based on identified needs.
  2. Offer and promote leadership development opportunities.

Activities and Timeline
The following activities will be used to support this goal:
  • Review of knowledge and skills that are needed by staff to be effective in their jobs, and competencies.
  • Support a learning platform that will provide a method to find, take and track learning.
  • Identify and provide access to online and face-to-face opportunities including courses, conferences and professional training.
  • Create a plan and implement leadership development for staff.
Measurement
We will evaluate the effectiveness of the training by conducting evaluations of each training session, including the skills that are learned.

Outcome 5.1: At the end of this 5-Year LSTA period, 75% of staff will report that the training they need is available and that they are able to learn the skills and gain the knowledge needed to do their jobs effectively.

Funding
IMLS funding will be used with our General Funds to support the design and implementation of a training infrastructure, and learning opportunities for staff to increase their skills based on the identified need.
## COORDINATION EFFORTS

### Five Year Crosswalk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Goal</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Focal Areas</th>
<th>IMLS Intent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal I:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust Infrastructure</td>
<td>The physical and technological infrastructure for the entire Hawaii State Public Library System (HSPLS) will be robust enough to support ILS operations, access to online electronic databases and other online resources in public library facilities as well as remotely, and to provide Internet access for patrons in all public library facilities via public library owned hardware as well as via patron-owned devices connected to wireless service provided by HSPLS.</td>
<td>Institutional Capacity</td>
<td>Improve the library’s physical and technological infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal II:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/7 Virtual Collections</td>
<td>Continue to develop and provide access to a collection of online databases and ebooks for the public.</td>
<td>Information Access</td>
<td>Improve users’ ability to obtain and/or use information resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal III:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifelong Learning</td>
<td>Continue to develop and provide access to a collection of online learning tools and resources for the public.</td>
<td>Lifelong Learning</td>
<td>Improve users’ general knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal IV:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative Service Development</td>
<td>Complete a minimum of 3 projects that will improve and enhance services for the public.</td>
<td>Institutional Capacity, Information Access</td>
<td>Improve library operations, Improve users’ ability to discover information resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal V:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educated Library Workforce</td>
<td>Implement learning infrastructure and provide learning opportunities for staff to increase knowledge and skills.</td>
<td>Institutional Capacity</td>
<td>Improve library workforce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVALUATION PLAN

Commercial and in-house survey instruments will be used to collect staff and patron satisfaction feedback about HSPLS initiatives, to see if outcome targets have been met, and to elicit recommendations for further improvement. Output measures, outcome measures, program and workshop evaluations, interviews and other data will also be included in the Annual State Program Reports and the Evaluation Report at the end of this five-year period. An outside consultant will be hired to conduct the evaluation at the end of this five-year plan.

STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT

The Hawaii State Public Library System is the only statewide single 51 branch library system in the United States. Because of that, the funding that is received is used to support services and programs to all Hawaii’s residents through the public library system. In order to get input from our stakeholders for this plan, a portion of the evaluation of our LSTA Five-Year Plan 2018-2022 enabled both staff and patrons to provide input into what services and programs were most important now, and what would be important in the future. We reviewed all of the feedback and used it to create the LSTA Five-Year Plan 2023-2027.

Staff will be involved in the implementation of this plan, and we will have feedback loops to get input from staff and patrons about the programs and services that are being provided.

Presentations will be made to the Board of Education regarding the implementation and evaluation of the State Plan.

COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC AVAILABILITY

When this Five-Year Plan 2023-2027 has been approved by IMLS, it will be linked to the HSPLS web site. Staff, Board of Education, Friends of the Library of Hawaii, State legislators, the Congressional delegation, the Governor, and appropriate State agencies and other stakeholders will all be informed of the new Plan.

HSPLS will continue to acknowledge IMLS funding on appropriate webpages, flyers, and announcements, and will publicize achievements, important milestones and results of the Five-Year Plan as required for reporting purposes to IMLS as well as to stakeholders and the general public. Communication channels include the HSPLS web site, news releases, reports to the Board, the Governor and appropriate departments, the Hawaii State Legislature, and the Congressional delegation, and other formal and informal means of dissemination in print and electronic formats and via presentations and meetings.
**MONITORING**

HSPLS will continuously track implementation of the Five-Year Plan and prepare annual State Program Reports as required. Commercial and in-house survey instruments will be used to assess staff and patron satisfaction feedback about HSPLS initiatives and to elicit recommendations for further improvement.

Any substantive revisions to the Plan, especially to the goals, will be submitted to IMLS according to the provisions of the LSTA, and to appropriate stakeholders.

**ASSURANCES**

The required assurances are attached.